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MEMBER IN THE NEWS:
Dr. Donald Zelazny

AGD dentist Donald Zelazny, from
Franklin, MI just returned from Bolivia
volunteering with the Flying Doctors
of America and serving in the Bolivian
Prison system. In this system families
of the inmates actually live within the
walls of the prisons with the inmates. An
upcoming film called Marching Powder
by Brad Pitt details life in the San Pedro
prison where the team worked the
majority of the time. They also worked
for a day at the Obrajes Women’s prison.
Dr. Zelazny also took his staff to
Guatemala in May to work in the Open
Wide Foundation Clinic started by Frank
Spear. He recently finished up a minidocumentary about dental volunteering
with an introduction by Dr. Gordon
Christensen. It can be seen at
https://vimeo.com/135996527
Dr. Zelazny also has a blog about dental
volunteering at smilesneednotranslation.
wordpress.com
Congratulations Don on all you efforts.

Editor’s Editorial

From the Editor

Just returned back from the
AGD Joint Council meeting
in Chicago. The AGD is going
through some positive changes
including starting a search for
a new Executive Director and
adding team member positions.
The Communication Council,
which I have been proud to
serve on for the past 4 years is
Dr. Timothy Kosinski
a dynamic group. Our VP of
the Michigan AGD Board, Dr. Colleen DeLacy, joined
this committee this week end. Our charge includes
a rebranding of the AGD to unify promotion of our
goals and the professional and public profile of the
AGD. We will soon have one singular message to
present to members, non members and the public.
The AGD is also investigating how to best use the
vacant space in our newly purchased headquarters.
A continuing
education center
could be created to
solidify participation
programs for many
dental techniques.
This is certainly an
exciting time to be a
part of the Academy
of General Dentistry.
Growth continues
and advocacy for the
needs and desires
of general dentists
are being addressed.
Drs. Bruce Cassis, Chair of the
We will continue
Communication Council, Colleen
to be the leader in
DeLacy & Tim Kosinski
providing the highest
quality continuing education.
Finally I am proud to have been selected and to
have accepted the Associate Editor’s position of the
AGD Journals. I hope to become an asset to already
incredibly accomplished publications provided by
the AGD. I will be stepping down as the Editor of
our Michigan AGD newsletter after my term ends. It
has been an honor to serve at the discretion of our
Michigan AGD board and I know the leadership of
our board will continue to provide you, our Michigan
members, outstanding CE and advocacy to promote
general dentistry. We serve to promote general
dentistry. n
Get involved- Stay involved- Be rewarded
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President’s Message
Tom Faiver, DDS, FAGD
Hello friends and colleagues.
Happy fall to everyone and their
families. It has been a busy and
fruitful year, and as we wind down
I’d like to mention and thank a
few of our members who not only
serve on your Michigan AGD
Board but also serve us nationally
with the AGD.
Dr. Sam Shamoon,
Dr. Tom Faiver
our Region 9 Trustee
D
 r. Tim Kosinski, our MiAGD editor and soon to be
Associate Editor for AGD publications nationally
Dr. Colleen Delacy, Communications Council
D. Nahid Kashani, PACE
We’ve had a great year of CE course offerings, having
been well attended and reviewed by attendees. Most
recently our own Dr. Tim Kosinski spoke to our Recent
Graduates Seminar on Restorative Driven Implant
Dentistry in Ann Arbor.
This December 4, 2015 we have another Free
Seminar, Membership Appreciation Day II, for our

members. Dr. Avi Schetritt will be speaking on
Predictable Periodontal Surgery for the General
Dentist. This course will be in East Lansing. please
don’t miss this one, it should be great. Deadline for
registering is November 20th so don’t wait!
More is on the horizon.The
CE Committee, led by
Dr. Christine Saad, is
working two years out
planning our future
programs . Please check
our Michigan AGD website
early and often for info on
this and other seminars.

We’ve had a great
year of CE course
offerings, having
been well attended
and reviewed by
attendees.

As always I want to thank
everyone who has helped
make this a great year for our Michigan AGD and
look forward to seeing you all in the near future. This
past summers’ AGD Annual Meeting in San Fran
was fantastic, so please make plans now to join
your colleagues for another great Annual session in
Boston in 2016. n

2015-12_Predictable Periodontal Surgery
for the General Dentist
December 4, 2015 - 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Kellogg Hotel and Conference Center
55 South Harrison Rd., East Lansing, MI 48824

Contact: James Thomas, DDS, FAGD - (734) 624-0162
In an era of dental implants, periodontal surgical procedures are still often part of a comprehensive
treatment plan. Long term dental health for teeth and implants is dependent on a healthy periodontium.
This lecture will review periodontal diagnosis, prognosis and surgical treatment planning.
www.michiganagd.org Update
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Restorative Driven Implant Dentistry:
Practical Technique for Getting Started with Implants
October 2, 2015
Timothy Kosinski, DDS, MAGD
Ann Arbor
The course taught participants:
• Diagnose and treatment plan single unit cases
• Understanding posterior single unit implant prosthetics the two appointment implant restoration
• Techniques for proper atraumatic extraction techniques for future
implant sites
• Socket grafting - a simple but essential tool for general dentists
• Considerations for anterior implant placement - what are the rules?
• Hands on processing of Locator like attachments chairside
• The use of custom component to establish tissue contours,
including healing abutments, transitional abutments, impression
copings, and final abutments.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS AT OUR OCTOBER COURSE

www.michiganagd.org Update
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Everything You Wanted To Know About Oral Surgery
But Were Afraid to Ask
September 25-26 - Harbor Springs
Ronald P. Morris, DDS, MS
Over the two days (14 hours of CE) of lecture and hands on
participation on life like models they learned about:
-Anatomy and different techniques of local and oral sedation
-Simple and inexpensive socket preservation techniques with
and without a membrane, with a unique suturing technique
-removal of palatal and mandibular tori
-removal of root tips using microtomes, (luxating hybrids)
-removable of soft tissue, partial boney,
and complete boney impacted wisdom
teeth
-Impacted canine exposer for orthodontics with and without soft
tissue apical repositioning flap, and placement of an orthodontic
bracket and chain.
-removal of an impacted canine near the mental foramen and
practice of different continuous suturing techniques
-Pre and post operative care with handling of complications
-informed consent
-removal of a mandibular molar root tips and immediate wide
diameter implant placement (Keystone Tri-Max 8X9) with socket
grafting
-Atraumatic removal of an ankylosed Maxillary first molar, transalveolar osteotome sinus lift, graft and immediate wide diameter
implant placement.
-Atraumatic removal of a central incisor with a horizontal root
fracture, immediate implant placement, graft, immediate abutment
fabrication (a new technique), and immediate temporary with the
patients old crown or polycarbonate crown.
-uncovering on a molar implant with a “double Z-plasty” papilla
rebuilding procedure and placement of a anatomically correct
healing abutment
-uncovering of an esthetic zone implant with a palatal roll
connective tissue graft and healing abutment
-Pre and post operative care, consent and complications
associated with dental implants

www.michiganagd.org Update
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Trustee Report
Sam G. Shamoon, DDS, MAGD

Dear Fellow AGD Members,

Dr. Sam Shamoon
Trustee, Region 9

The AGD has been working relentlessly on your behalf to be the voice of general dentists and to
protect your rights to perform any dental services for which you have been properly trained.
At the ADA meeting in Washington, DC, we are addressing the CE requirements for oral
sedation as we feel that the new requirements will be too restrictive to those general dentists that
have been providing a very valuable service to many of or our patient with severe anxiety that
otherwise could would not seek dental care.
We are also addressing the AAP desire to add Implantology to their name: “American Academy
of Periodontology and Implantology”. This may imply that dental implantology is a specialty
branch of dentistry and will affect many general dentists that are skillfully placing implants. As
you may be aware, the majority of dental implants are being successfully placed by general
dentists all around the world.
Other AGD News:
175 REGISTER FOR DENTAL SLEEP MEDICINE WEBINAR SERIES
Over the course of three nights, a webinar series on Dental Sleep Medicine Webinar Series
covered the identification of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), treatment options, and assessing
malocclusions in children to prevent them from developing OSA later in life. The first webinar,
“Identification and Evaluation of the Patient with Sleep Disordered Breathing,” was held August
27, presented by Dr. Seven D. Bender. The second webinar was held September 22, and the third
took place October 22. More than 175 people registered for the series making this the highest
attended webinar to date in 2015.
AGD ONLINE LEARNING CENTER GRAND OPENING SET FOR SEPTEMBER
AGD staff is in the final stages working with Centric Learning for the opening of the AGD
Online Learning Center, the eLearning platform for AGD’s the live webinars as well as the
recorded on-demand webinars. More information will soon be available.
COLGATE OFFERS AGD CONSTITUENTS AND STUDY CLUBS 28 SPEAKERS
Colgate, AGD’s Lead Corporate Sponsor, has offered AGD constituents and study clubs 28
speakers to be sponsored through the Colgate Oral Health Network (COHN) Speaker Program.
The courses being offered are “The Dental Professional’s Role in Managing the Patient with
Diabetes” (1-2 CE hours), “Oral Implications in Older Adults, a Growing Need for Care” (1-2
CE hours), and “Worn Out! How to Relieve and Mange Erosion” (1 CE hour).
Finally, we are continuing our efforts working with many key organizations to strengthen our
position as the premiere organization and gate keeper for providing dentistry to our patients.
Please visit www.agd.org to discover how the AGD is serving you.
Thank You,
ThankG.You,
Samer
Shamoon, DDS, MAGD, Trustee, AGD Region IX
Samer G. Shamoon, DDS, MAGD

www.michiganagd.org Update
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Review of Joint Councils Meeting from a First Timer...
Colleen DeLacy, DDS, FAGD
Halloween weekend this year was a bit different for me,
I worked...all day Friday and half of the day Saturday.
Now, I didn’t see patients but I was working on behalf
of the membership of the AGD. In June of this year,
I was appointed to serve on the Communications
Council at the national level for the AGD. I was a bit
anxious attending not knowing what to expect, I was
one of only 2 newbies on the council (and the other
new member had served on another council previously,
so I really was a newbie). Leading up to our meeting
there was an onslaught of emails regarding the
work we were tasked to complete along with some
fun activities that were
being planned, including
celebrating Halloween the
proper way and preparing
to bring a costume for the
meeting.
The first day had arrived
and as I rounded the
corner for the (very
early) 7am breakfast
and saw everyone in
their professional business attire donning their name
badges and pins signifying their accomplishments
and membership in any number of organizations, my
stomach flip flopped and I stopped dead in my track.
Was I a victim of the new kid hazing trick that I so
gullibly fell for??? Fortunately, I kept moving forward
and was relieved when I saw a crazy jester and an
eagle, I knew I must be in the right place. Apparently,
the council I serve on was the only one dressed up, but

I was glad I did because we had such fun!
We had fun but we also worked - you might wonder
what is this council I am referencing and what exactly
needs to be done. Simply put, the AGD exists because
our members volunteer their time at either the state
constituent level or the national level (or both) to work
with the staff members located in Chicago to make
certain our Academy is at the forefront for general
dentists. The obvious work that occurs is the well
known area of continuing education which is available
to us in many forms from the newest webinar series
(which is a great way to gain some very valuable
continuing education without needing to travel), online
self instruction courses, and the well known Annual
Meeting and Scientific Session. The council I serve is
communications: responsible for brainstorming content
ideas for the award winning AGD publications, working
on ways to get information out to our members, and
raise public awareness. There are a dozen additional
councils also working to make your membership better
and the AGD stronger.
You may be soon seeing a campaign that our AGD
President Mark Donald, DDS, MAGD has launched
recently - I encourage you to like the AGD facebook
page if you haven’t done so already so that you can
share how you are both #AGDLoyal and #AGDProud.
I am loyal to the academy in that I love networking with
general dentists all of the country that have the same
professional values in their own work as I do as an
AGD member. n
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If you would like to recommend AGD membership to a
colleague or dental student, please check out the links below
for some informative information.

tell you what.

Our new onlin
e edition offers
information
on:
• Goal settin
g
• Career optio
ns, including
associateships
and practice
ownership

Student Manual:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fcwvpgefr5dsdc5/StudentManualVideo.mp4?dl=0

• Marketing
• Financial plann
ing
• Continuing
education
• Organized
dentistry,
and more!

Member video:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ji6l1h1lc6spuos/AGD_MemberPromo_Final_STEREO.mp4?dl=0
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to
AGD student
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is only
Join the AGD
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book and
benefits of AGD
membership
!

To complete
a membership
application,
888.AGD.DENT
call us at
(888. 243.3368),
at www.agd.
or visit us onlin
org!
e
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Opiate Abuse: Operation Rx Initiates Some Solutions
On the following page is a letter from former Dean of the University of Detroit,
Dr. Robert Steiman, Macomb County Judge, Linda Davis and the President of
the Michigan AGD, Dr. Thomas Faiver. I, like so many others, was unaware of
the Heroin problem in Macomb Count and the impact our profession has made.
The problem is the over prescribing of narcotics for treatment of acute pain, i.e.
endodontic procedures, extractions etc. that leads to misuse and addiction. Judge
Linda advised me of the need to make our constituents aware of this problem and
form a task force to better educate Dentists to establish best practices for alleviating
pain.

Dr. Raymond Skowronski, Jr

Twenty dentists, representing general dentists and all the specialties conveyed at my office about two
months ago and structured some reasonable guidelines for narcotic utilization and what to do if you
suspect a patient with a problem. The following is an outline that we felt was reasonable but in no way is
in stone.
	1. The suggestion for prescribing Vicodin for acute pain is 10-12; at which time you counsel the
patient and possible guardian of the addictive nature of the medications. Remember this is often the
gateway to heroin utilization. Dr. William Thompson learned from students that kids are selling the
excess pills at high schools at a ridiculous rate.
	2. A good step down is 800mg Motrin and two Tylenol twice a day. If there is break through pain
go back to the Vicoldin if necessary.
	3. If you suspect a problem with a patient, log on to the MAPS program and run a patient profile.
This is a great tool to use; get registered today, it’s easy and free. If you notice pattern, discuss it
with them carefully. We will soon be forwarding referrals to programs that may or may not require
patient payment. DO NOT send them to the ER. Use these referrals and a congenial discussion to
help our patients.
	4. Advise patients that if they have unused pills to dispose of them responsibly. Do not flush them
or dispose of them into the garbage. Most police stations will accept medications for disposal. The
pharmacies in Macomb County at this point DO NOT accept drugs for disposal.
	5. Never share these medications with anyone, it could be a disaster.
The reality of the matter is that we, as the professionals, have in some cases over prescribed narcotics and
precipitated students and adults to become addicted. Many times this leads to them switching to heroin for
a better euphoria that is less expensive, $20.00 a hit. The illegal distribution (drug houses) is everywhere
in Macomb County and growing.
The group that assembled at my office has already made great progress but this is a multifaceted problem
from educating the professionals, hospitals, educational institutions, faith based organizations, parents etc.
We must do our part to help solve and arrest this epidemic in Macomb County.
There is good news, though. As we speak, My Life Recovery in Clinton Township has developed a
subcutaneous implant for addiction that lasts for 6 to 9 month. Coupled with counseling, the selected
patients can have an 85% success rate.
If you are interested in getting involved, please contact me and surely we can continue to defeat this
monster that has plagued too many young adults.
www.michiganagd.org Update 8
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NEWS FROM THE MICHIGAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION
Code Claims Correctly from the Start with the CDT 2016 Kit
The ADA’s CDT 2016 is your official source for the most accurate and up-to-date ADA dental procedure codes. Remember,
relying on old information may lead to unexpected claim denials or reimbursement delays! Code changes for 2016 include
19 new codes, 12 revised codes, and 8 deleted codes.
CDT 2016 also features:
• new dental procedure codes to reflect technological advances in dentistry;
• new and revised diagnostic codes for radiography for more accurate reporting;
• new denture codes that allow for greater coding specificity;
• revised anesthesia codes to simplify reporting for general anesthesia and intravenous conscious sedation.
The CDT Companion is a training tool with coding questions and answers, exercises and quizzes to increase staff
comprehension. Other features include a CDT Code to ICD Diagnosis Code Cross-Walk, an illustrated chapter on coding for
dental implants, and a comprehensive explanation of CDT code changes.
The CDT Code Check app includes all 2015 and 2016 CDT Codes, searchable by code number, keyword or category of
service. New and revised CDT codes are listed with tracked changes.
For more information on all CDT 2016 products, visit the ADA Catalog online at www.adacatalog.org or call
800-947-4746.
--Source: ADA

Reminder: Copy Machines May Contain Protected Health Information
If you’re disposing of a copy machine, or turning in a rental machine, remember to wipe the memory on the machine
before it leaves your office.
Today’s digital copiers contain a memory disc, and images of copies are stored on them. If you’re copying confidential
information such as credit cards or protected health information and don’t wipe the memory, a confidentiality breach
could occur. The result could be heavy fines from the Human Services Office of Civil Rights, which is responsible for HIPAA
enforcement.
Be safe – make sure your digital copier hard drive is cleaned before it leaves your office!

State Program Offers Student Loan Repayment
The state will be accepting applications beginning Jan. 1, 2016, and ending Apr8il 30, 2016, for the Michigan State
Loan Repayment Program. The program provides up to $200,000 in loan repayment to primary care providers, including
dentists, who provide full-time primary healthcare services at not-for-profit health clinics in Health Professional Shortage
Areas (HPSAs).
For the best chance of being accepted, applicants are encouraged to submit their application in January. In order to apply,
applicants must have an agreement of employment at a HPSA-eligible practice site.
Selected providers receive up to $50,000 in tax-free funds to repay their educational debt over a period of two years.
Providers can participate for up to eight years and receive up to $200,000 total in loan repayments. Qualifying practice
sites include local health departments, state-funded institutions, critical access hospitals, certified rural health clinics,
Federally Qualified Health Centers or similar clinics, and Michigan Community Dental Clinics, among others. Please note
that an applicant must be a U.S. citizen in order to apply for the program.
For more information visit Michigan.gov/MSLRP, or, contact the MDA’s Josh Kluzak at 800-589-2632, ext. 422, or at
jkluzak@michigandental.org.

2016 Mission of Mercy Date, Location Set
The 2016 Michigan Mission of Mercy will take place June 9-12, 2016, at Macomb Community College in Warren, the MDA
Foundation has announced.
Macomb Community College offers excellent facilities that lend themselves well to a large event such as the MOM, said
2016 MOM co-chair Dr. Stephen Harris. The location is also within easy access to a large potential patient population, as
well as within close proximity to a significant number of volunteers, Harris said.

www.michiganagd.org Update
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FIRST EVER STAFF SEMINAR
Staff CE Progam

For the first time ever the MiAGD will be offering a staff course that coordinates with our
free Membership Appreciation Day course. This is a great opportunity to have your staff
THE
increase their value in the practiceTO
andACCOMPANY
benefit you as
the Doctor. Please see the following
brochures for information regarding both the Staff Seminar as well as the Membership
Appreciation Day 2016
course. Michigan AGD Annual Meeting
The Michigan
Academy
Of General Dentistry
Friday
March
11,
2016
Presents:

Katherine Eitel

Come and Get It! - Advancing Your Career with
Complete Health Dentistry
Every dentist and
every practice wants to employ team members at the top of their game… and every team member wants
to increase their value in the practice so that their careers no longer stagnate. Mastering the concept of
Complete Health Dentistry in today’s healthcare marketplace is the key that unlocks both sides of that
door!
We all understand the oral systemic link to the rest of the body but few know how to use this science to
motivate the average patient to make brave decisions about their dentistry and overall healthcare. One of
the nation’s leading practice communications experts, Katherine Eitel, brings a simple process for
unleashing more potential in your practice and in your own career than you ever thought existed by
learning how to engage your team and enrolling your patients around how the mouth can heal the body
and the body can heal the mouth.
Complete Health is a true movement in dentistry that is quickly picking up speed and igniting teams,
patients and entire healthcare communities to advocate for their patients’ health. We’ll watch a clip from
the documentary film, Say Ahh: The Cavity in Healthcare, and Katherine will bring five critical decision
points and verbal skills that team members need to leverage this concept and increase their value in the
practice. You’ll discover how average dental practices are not only thriving but helping more employees
swiftly advance their careers and more patients get truly healthy than ever before.
A) What is Complete Health Dentistry and why is it an important healthcare concept in today’s
marketplace and with today’s consumers?
B) What approaches, skill sets, verbal skills, and mindsets will dental professionals need to master
to become the professional that practices fight to hire and to keep?
C) Learn the five key conversations and verbal skills to leverage this concept with patients and
team:
1) How to bring your entire on board
2) The initial phone call
3) The patient interview using a Healthy Mouth Baseline document
4) Doctor handoff of information
5) Treatment presentation and financial conversation
D) Learn how to roll this concept out to your community and create strong referral relationships
with other healthcare professionals.
Program: Friday, March 11, 2016
8:00 - 8:30 Registration

8:30 - 12:30 Half Day Program

Location
Annual Meeting And Seminar Will Be Held At: Michigan State University Management Education Center
811 W. Square Lake Road, Troy, Michigan 48098, (248) 879-2456
Hotel Reservations: Embassy Suites @ (248) 879-7550 or Detroit Marriott Troy @ (248) 680-9797
Credit Format and Credit Hours: 4 Hours Lecture CE

FREE SEMINAR

2016 Annual Meeting

“ACE” Membership Appreciation Day

The Michigan Academy Of General Dentistry

AGD Masters & Fellows Presents:
Honors Luncheon
Katherine Eitel

Lioness Leadership: Unleashing the Instinctive Leader in YOU!

Strong leadership builds a remarkable practice in any economy, a positive footprint in all relationships,
and an extraordinary life under any circumstances. Using The Lioness Principle, healthcare
communication expert, Katherine Eitel, identifies the top roadblocks to personal and practice success and
demonstrates a system of leadership thinking that can unravel confusion, solve conflicts, unclog
the pipes of communication to get powerful ideas, solutions, and financial success flowing again.
Katherine shares simple, powerful tools to communicate expectations and leave patients and teammates
feeling better about the interaction (on the phone, in person, answering tough questions, or in moments
of conflict). Think and speak like a leader and get the passion, respect, results, and fun back in your
practice and your life!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Step into your greatness! Realize and step into your potential as a leader people want to follow.
Get firmly into the driver’s seat of your practice and your life.
Use a 3-step process to remove roadblocks and get unstuck.
Learn a system for asking better questions to improve your practice and career.
Speak from a more empowered platform with clarity and inspiration.
Learn a belief-system challenge which creates much bigger possibilities.
Manage by agreement and stop the cycle of gossip and complaining, once and for all.
Connect vision to action and rally your team
Turn conflict to cooperation
Up-level the money you earn, the company you keep, and the difference you make.

Biography: Katherine Eitel
Katherine Eitel is the creator of The Lioness Principle ™ , a unique and powerful leadership
concept for corporations, dental and healthcare practices, and progressive individuals looking to access
their full potential. An inspirational keynote speaker, workshop leader, corporate trainer, and personal
performance coach, she specializes in extraordinary leadership and high-level communication skills and is
known for her interactive and high-energy connections with audiences and clients. Katherine helps
businesses and individuals discard their old, tired scripts and access instinctive greatness to improve
personal performance, employee development skills, telephone technique, marketing and sales results,
speaking and training skills, and customer service
Location
Annual Meeting And Seminar Will Be Held At: Michigan State University Management Education Center
811 W. Square Lake Road, Troy, Michigan 48098, (248) 879-2456
Hotel Reservations: Embassy Suites @ (248) 879-7550 or Detroit Marriott Troy @ (248) 680-9797
Program: Saturday, March 12, 2016
8:00 - 8:30
Registration
12:00 - 1:30 Lunch and Annual Meeting Program

Credit Format and Credit Hours:
7 FAGD/MAGD Lecture C.E. credit Hours

8:30 - 12:00
Morning Program
1:30 - 4:45 Afternoon Program

Approved PACE
Program Provider.
FAGD/MAGD Credit
Approval does not imply
acceptance by a
State or Provincial
Board of Dentistry or
AGD endorsement.
6/1/2014 to 5/31/2018.
Provider ID# 219308

